Open position at Cadence in Haifa

At Cadence, we hire and develop leaders and innovators who want to make an impact on the world of technology.

Our team develops world leading verification solutions used by top tier hardware design and consumer electronics companies. Our best-in-class formal analysis technology, hardware analysis and visualization framework allow us to deploy multiple apps tailored to various customer challenges. We work closely our customers and leading academic researchers to rapidly grow our technology, framework and solutions.

We are looking for a highly motivated software engineer to work on the development of a new product. The successful candidate should have relevant knowledge for developing high-quality, object-oriented C++ and Java based applications. We’re looking for someone who can work well in a multi-national team and develop maintainable, high quality products using a structured development methodology.

Requirements:
• BSc+ in computer science. Grades average of 80+.
• 0-2 years of relevant experience
• Good knowledge in C++.
• Fluent English/Hebrew written/verbal communication
• Highly motivated individual with excellent communication skills

Advantage:
• Software development experience
• Experience developing software on UNIX systems
• Formal verification background

We’re doing work that matters. Help us solve what others can’t.